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IMAGE MANAGEMENT FOR ENDOSCOPY

INTEGRATION WITH EPIC LUMENS

HYLAND ENDOSCOPY PLATFORM

Hyland’s Image Management for Endoscopy solution
integrates effortlessly with Epic Lumens and provides a
sophisticated but simple solution for image capture and
management in an Endoscopy department.

Hyland’s Endoscopy platform perfectly complements
Epic Lumens. It consists of two parts: A capture and a
storage solution. Hyland’s video capture device, called
Video Touch 4K, captures images and/or videos. Once
images are captured, they are immediately stored and
made available within the Epic Lumens image picker.
Physicians can then review and annotate their images
and include them in the structured reports they create
in Lumens. The images, along with any annotations,
are sent to the Epic EMR and stored in context of the
patient’s record.

Epic Lumens is primarily a reporting module.
It provides healthcare organizations a separate
platform on which to manage the images and video
that physicians capture through their scope during
procedures — and then integrates these images from
Epic Lumens into the Epic EMR.

IMAGE CAPTURE
The PACSgear Video Touch 4K provides flexible and
comprehensive video capture and supports high
definition images — up to 4K. It was designed to work
with scopes like those used in the Endoscopy suite. The
Video Touch 4K can send images to a wide variety of
systems including Hyland’s OnBase, Hyland’s Acuo VNA,
an XDS repository or a PACS — in addition to the EMR. It
has a small footprint, an integrated touchscreen and can
stand on a table or be VESA mounted.

Hyland’s PACSgear Video Touch 4K

IMAGE STORAGE
For image storage, Hyland offers excellent options to archive and make the captured
endoscopy images available to Epic Lumens. The choice depends on your current
information technology infrastructure and goals.
OnBase: If your organization already leverages Hyland’s OnBase content management
solution, you can seamlessly integrate with Epic Lumens. This may be the best option
for your organization to quickly get your Endoscopy solution up and running. For
many organizations, OnBase can meet all their requirements for their Endoscopy
platform. OnBase can manage jpeg images: Allowing them to be viewed in Lumens,
connecting them with the Epic EMR and providing viewing through OnBase Patient
Window. If you have OnBase, this is a great choice.
VNA: If your organization wishes to store jpeg images and video you should utilize
Hyland’s Acuo VNA. For organizations that want to use a standards-based, centralized
storage solution for all medical images, Acuo is the better approach. It offers the ability
to share these images among medical staff and lays the foundation for expansion into
other specialties and image exchange with other applications and organizations.
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